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The Story of a Well
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Abstract

Anthropological insights gained from a well that I came across during a field observation

Keywords: fieldwork, well, temple for the god of land

A well (postcard from 1922, credit: Lin Zhuofang 林灼芳 )

The sacrificial site for the god of the well, put up in the thirteenth year (1656 AD) of the Shunzhi Era 
( 顺治 ) of the Qing Dynasty
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Over the past few years, I have been carrying out random field observations in the Hakka ( 客家 ) area, 
obsessively collecting photos and videos of rural documents, landscapes and oral histories, etc., of which 
documentaries are only one of the by-products. On the poster for one edition of the Shanghai Youth Film 
Festival ( 海上影展暨论坛 ), I was billed as an anthropological documentary director. It embarrassed me, 
as I really didn’t have a clue how my work had anything to do with anthropology.

I’ll tell a little story about a well, which I once told to Professor Zheng Zhenman ( 郑振满 ), director of 
the Folk Literature Research Centre at Xiamen University ( 厦门大学民间文献研究中心 ) and a leading 

Reading the stele with Zheng Zhenman

Attending Zheng Zhenman's fieldwork workshop
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scholar of the South China School ( 华南派 ) of historians. After I finished, he said it was indeed an an-
thropological story.

Gaoling Village ( 高岭村 ) was originally the ancestral home of the Wen ( 温 ) family. From the sixth year 
(1270 AD) of the Xianchun Era ( 咸淳 ) of the Song Dynasty, when the Qiu ( 邱 ) family started to move 
in, the Wen family gradually declined and in the end had to move to the Wen family of Dayang Village 
( 大洋村 ) at a higher altitude. Gaoling was taken over by the Qiu family and all the Wens left. However, a 
well remains to this day in Gaoling, which is still called the Wens’ Well ( 温家井 ) and in which a school 
of red fish are thriving. In the past, when the Wens came down to the village fair in Shuiqian ( 水茜 ), they 
would go past Gaoling if they took a shortcut. It is said that every time on their way back home, the Wens 
would carry a wastebasket to fill with dog poo and pour it into the well. Gaoling was their native land, but 
it was also the place that broke their heart. Even after several hundred years, their loss still rankled.

As I understand it, original inhabitants mean the families that first take up residence in a village. For in-
stance, in Gaoling Village, the Wens came first. They should be the proud first inhabitants. The Qius ar-
rived later. The local people called them the Hakkas, which literally means guests, latecomers.

In order to make life difficult for the newcomers, the earlier inhabitants can stop them from using the orig-
inal well, so that the newcomers have to go farther down the mountain to fetch drinking water. They will 
only acquire the right to use the well by paying money, or by contract, or even by marriage.

For me, the well and the temple for the god of land are both symbols of the sovereignty of a village.

The competition and rivalry between families of different surnames in each village can be very subtle. In 
traditional society, the rise and fall of family names are usually interpreted in the framework of fengshui 
( 风水 ). However, in his book Village Lineages and the State ( 乡族与国家 ), Professor Zheng Zhenman 

Gaoling Village 
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has discussed this issue in detail. He points out that the real reason is the rural economy, and that the ob-
servation of rural communities should broaden out to a more diversified perspective.

Oral history and genealogical records are stories constructed by the village scholar-officials in the past. 
In a similar vein, our documentaries are also stories we construct more or less with our own personal per-
spective.

It is true genealogical records are not entirely reliable. However, if you go to a village without studying 
its genealogies, inscriptions, covenants, or other village documents, if you just utter some wows and ohs 

The Wen's well

Relative positions of the Wens, Gaoling, and Shuiqian
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before jumping to a conclusion based on your own knowledge—or so-called knowledge—how is this dif-
ferent from a literary lover’s trip to the countryside for a taste of the country life?

For this reason, every time I go to a village, I try my best to take photos of their genealogical records and 
figure out the origin and lineage of the family names of each village, before digesting any other informa-
tion of the village. Otherwise, I wouldn’t feel at ease.

Take, for example, the story of the well mentioned above. From the Genealogical Records of the Qiu Fam-
ily in Gaoling ( 邱氏族谱 ), it can be seen that over the 740-plus years since their founder, Qiu Twentieth 
Lang ( 邱廿郎 ), migrated to Gaoling Village in the sixth year (1270 AD) of the Xianchun Era of the Song 
Dynasty, there have been twenty-seven generations. Starting from the founder Qiu Twentieth Lang, it was 
not until the tenth generation (Qiu Wenfu 邱文富 ) and the eleventh generation (Qiu Zhihei 邱志黑 ) that 
the Qius began to marry the Wens. The thirteenth generation, Qiu Zhongdong ( 邱仲冬 ), married a ca-
pable lady Mao ( 毛 ). There was an entry in the genealogical records: Mao donated money to buy an old 
well from the Wen family when she saw how the villagers struggled to have access to the water from the 
well.

In a sense, it was only during the reign of Emperor Longqing ( 隆庆皇帝 ) of the Ming Dynasty (1567-1572 
AD) that the Qiu family finally gained a foothold in Gaoling Village.

An entry in the Qiu Family’s genealogical records: Mao donated money to buy an old well from the 
Wen family when she saw how the villagers struggled to have access to the water from the well.
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If we want to dig deeper into a story about a family in a village, it is best to contexualize it within its spe-
cific social era, because the fate of individuals and family fortunes are bound up with social and economic 
forces. One should not naively accept the plausible stories about the fortunes of a family, such as those 
invented by fengshui masters which short-sighted people are led to believe. This is an example of how I 
verify oral history through genealogical records in my field observation. Is this what we mean by anthro-
pological observation?

Gaoling village

Terraced fields in Gaoling
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Appendix

Genealogy of the Qiu family in Gaoling Village (taking Qiu Xianqiang 邱显强 as an example)

→ Xing Gong ( 行公 ) → Cheng Gong ( 诚公 ) → Xiang Gong ( 项公 ) → Cheng Gong ( 承公 )→ Hu Gong ( 琥公 ) 
→ Kun Qing ( 昆清 ) → Seventeenth Lang ( 十七郎 )
→ Li Lang ( 礼郎 ) (migrated to Shuiqian 水茜 , Zhaoxian Town 招贤 , Ninghua County 宁化 , founder of the Qiu 
family in Ninghua)
→ Twenty-second Lang ( 廿二郎 ) → Fortieth Lang ( 四十郎 ) → Third Lang ( 三郎 ) → Forty-Seventh Lang ( 四七
郎 ) → Eleventh Lang ( 十一郎 ) →Five Seven ( 五七 )
→ Twentieth Lang ( 廿郎 ) (founder, moved from Shuiqian to Gaoling in the sixth year (1270 AD) of the Xianchun 
Era 咸淳 of the Song Dynasty, married Wu 吴 )
→ Fourteenth Lang (十四郎 ) (married Zhou周) → Tenth Lang (十郎 ) (married Wu吴) → Thirty-eighth Lang (三八
郎 ) (married Zhou 周 ) → Third Lang ( 三郎 ) (married Dai 戴 )
→ Sixty-forth Lang ( 六四郎 ) (married Fu 傅 ) → Yuan Lang ( 员郎 ) (married Xiong 熊 ) → Ninth Lang ( 九郎 ) 
(eighth generation, married Wu 巫 , remarried Zheng 郑 , then Li 李 , then Fu 傅 , then Lin 林 , and finally Wu 巫 ) 
→ Second Lang ( 二郎 ) (married Lai 赖 ) → Wen Fu ( 文富 ) (tenth generation, married Wen 温 ) → Zhi Hei ( 志黑 ) 
(eleventh generation, married Wu 吴 , remarried Wen 温 ) → Sheng Xuan ( 胜瑄 ) (married Yi 伊 )
→ Zhong Dong ( 仲冬 ) (thirteenth generation, married Mao 毛 and concubine Lai 赖
in the Longqing Era 隆 庆 of the Ming Dynasty (1567-1572). Entry in the Qiu Family’s genealogical records: Mao 
donated money to buy an old well from the Wen family when she saw how the villagers struggled to have access 
to the water from the well) → Youchang ( 友常 ) (born in the Renzi 壬子 year (1552 AD) in the Jiajing Era 嘉靖 of 
the Ming Dynasty, married Wu 伍 , remarried Huang 黄 , remarried another Wu 吴 ) → Fupin ( 福品 ) (born in the 
twentieth year (1592 AD) of the Wanli Era 万历 of the Ming Dynasty, married Chen 陈 ) → Yongqi ( 永琦 ) (born in 
the thirty-eighth year (1610 AD) of the Wanli Era of the Ming Dynasty) → Shiwei ( 世伟 ) (born in the Dinghai 丁
亥 year (1647 AD) of the Shunzhi Era 顺治 of the Qing Dynasty) → Weiguang ( 维光 ) → Xingjie ( 兴解 ) → Yuan-
zong ( 元宗 ) → Xifu ( 细福 ) → Guobo ( 国波 ) → Zhaobai ( 朝柏 ) → Guangming ( 光明 )
→ Xianqiang ( 显强 ) (twenty-fifth generation) → Dayong ( 达勇 ) → Weihao ( 伟豪 ) (twenty-seventh generation)

 


